Answer key for Survio
1. A group of singers who sing together is a choir.
2. Who is a busker? -someone who plays, sings, performs in a public place so that
people give money; pouliční hudebník
3. The boy quite likes the clever lyrics, but isn't keen on the music.
4. Do you think it is better to hear live music or listen to a recording? - open questions
5. Which performers are you likely to hear in I) a nightclub/II) a stadium/III) in a concert
hall? Possible answers: I) a band, a singer, a DJ, ...; II) a band, a singer, … III) a
choir, an orchestra, a soloist ….
6. It's no good having a good voice if you play all the wrong notes.
7. A musician -someone who can play/plays a musical instrument; can read music
8. A singer - someone who can sing, sings as a soloist or in a choir or a band;
performs live…
9. A conductor - someone who conducts an orchestra
10. A sculptor - creates / makes / sculpts a work / a sculpture / a piece / a bust
11. A novelist - writes novels / fiction
12. A playwright - writes plays / tragedies / comedies
13. An actor/actress - acts in / appears in / performs in / stars in / has a role in a play
/ production / a film / a musical
14. A drama company - stages / puts on / performs a play / a production / a musical
15. A poet - writes poems / poetry
16. A painting which belongs to the Queen has been stolen. - A painting belonging to
the Queen has been stolen.
17. These beautiful costumes, which have been worn by famous opera singers, are for
sale. - These beautiful costumes, having been worn by famous opera singers,
are for sale.
18. The star of the show is an actor who is known by most people as a TV presenter. The star of the show is an actor known by most people as a TV presenter.
19. It was difficult for people who were sitting at the back of the theatre to hear all the the
words. - It was difficult for people sitting at the back of the theatre to hear all the
the words.
20. I bought a copy of the novel that had been signed by the author. -I bought a copy of
the novel signed by the author.
21. REMEMBER - ENGLISH IS ALWAYS FUN!

